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CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
COMMENTARY
—
Around this time of year, at ATT, we focus on 
“Graduation Season” which is rapidly approaching. 
As part of that activity we host a number of 
events around the country where our apprentice 
employees, who have completed their programs 
with us recently, are appropriately recognised.

At Graduation, we also present a wide range of 
awards for excellence in a number of fields. 

It is our view that apprentices who complete 
with ATT are very much highly regarded in 
the wider trade sector. Those whose C.V’s 
are further enhanced by the achievement of 
winning ATT awards through the course of their 
apprenticeships with us, - will be highly sought 
after as qualified trades persons by employers 
wanting to employ the best individuals to work in 
their businesses.

We are particularly grateful to our long-standing 
sponsor partners who fund these awards. Their 
contribution to our business is a critical part of 
what we are doing.

As we approach annual graduation events 
we are also about to focus on another major 
milestone at ATT.  Shortly we will achieve the 
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significant number of 400 active apprentice 
employees in our organisation. Included in a 
range of celebratory activities, we will formally 
recognise and reward the 400th apprentice and 
our customer host business working with that 
apprentice. 

Also in that regard, we are enjoying rapid ongoing 
growth, both in our long standing PGD Division, 
and in our new Electrical Division.

This will indeed be a time for celebration for us 
at ATT with Graduation 2017 and as we achieve 
another milestone in our business.

At the time of writing we are again underlining 
our commitment to the future of trade training 
in New Zealand with major new investment in 
our business which will drive growth in 2018 and 
as we set about achieving our long-term goal of 
1,000 apprentice employees at ATT.
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IN 
THE 
LOOP
—

GET HOLD OF ATT
—

KEY CONTACTS

Shannon Kumar 
Recruitment Coordinator 
shannon@att.org.nz / 0800 187 878

Joy Hughes 
Training Services Manager 
joy@att.org.nz / 09 273 9966

Sandra Oldfield 
Payroll Administrator 
sandra@att.org.nz / 09 273 9967

Linzi Thornton  
Health and Safety & Human Resources 
Coordinator 
linzi@att.org.nz / 0800 187 878

Geoff Klink 
Business Development Manager - 
Electrical
geoff@att.org.nz / 021 769 301

Lisa Armstrong 
Business Development Manager - PGD
lisa.armstrong@att.org.nz / 021 433 018

NEW FACES AT ATT
—
This year has been another big year at ATT 
with our team continuing to grow rapidly. 

Mike Dyer
National Sales Manager

Kirsten Hyde
Marketing Manager 

Lisa Armstrong
Business Development Manager - PGD

Dave Richardson
Area Manager Auckland

Tommy Goodwin
Area Manager    
Christchurch & Upper South Island   

Sravani Patthi
Finance & Payroll Assistant

CONTACT YOUR ATT
AREA MANAGER

—

Ross Cornes 
Area Manager Northland 
ross@att.org.nz / 027 476 9306

Colin Kilpatrick 
Area Manager West & South Auckland 
colin@att.org.nz / 027 476 9309 

Jenni Hjorth
Area Manager Central & East Auckland 
jenni.hjorth@att.org.nz / 021 769 330

Dave Richardson
Area Manager Auckland 
dave.richardson@att.org.nz / 021 780 643

Steve Gray
Area Mangaer Auckland - Electrical 
steve.gray@att.org.nz / 021 769 373 

Megan Peterken 
Regional Manager Central North Island 
megan@att.org.nz / 027 476 9310

Brett Jowsey 
Area Manager Central North Island 
brett.jowsey@att.org.nz / 021 455 350

Tommy Goodwin
Area Manager Christchurch & Upper South 
Island 
brett.jowsey@att.org.nz / 021 455 350

Antony Dale 
Regional Manager Christchurch & Lower 
South Island 
antony@att.org.nz / 027 476 9305
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ATT recruits, employs and places apprentices with host businesses 
in eletcrical, plumbing, gasfitting and drainlaying trades.

ATT provides a full service, value for money package including 
apprentice management, administration and recruitment. 

ATT makes training an apprentice hassle free so you can focus on 
growing your business. 

—

ATT TAKES CARE OF APPRENTICE RECRUITMENT

ATT is committed to providing the industry with quality apprentices 
and specialises in a comprehensive recruitment and screening 
process. 

ATT EMPLOYS THE APPRENTICE

ATT directly employs the apprentice, mitigating risk for the host 
business should circumstances change. 

ATT IS THE LARGEST EMPLOYER IN THE SECTOR

ATT is the largest employer in the New Zealand PGD sector

ATT PROVIDES APPRENTICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES

An allocated ATT Area Manager will visit each apprentice every 10 
weeks to mentor them through to completion. 

ATT TAKES CARE OF ALL PAYMENTS

The host business only pays for the hours worked by their 
apprentice. ATT organises all payments such as ACC, Kiwisaver, 
PAYE, sick leave, wages whilst on block courses and holiday pay. 

Join ATT now! www.att.org.nz

How ATT Supports 
Host Businesses



O V E R
$ 2 0 , 0 0 0  

I N  P R I Z E S  including a Trip for two to the 2018 Plumbing World Shareholder Convention in Fiji!

COUL D IT B E YO U ?
With over $20,000 worth of prizes up  
for grabs, will you be New Zealand's  
first Young Plumber of the Year? 

S IGN U P N OW!
Talk to your local Plumbing World branch for 
more information and to enter - it's free!

Gold Sponsors Bronze Sponsors

General and Support Sponsors
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APPRENTICE SPOTLIGHT
— 
ATT Apprentice Caleb Thornton talks about the 
realities of being an Electrical Apprentice with a 
Cochlear Implant

What first got you interested in a career as an Electrician?

When I was at school, I developed my passion for maths 
and physics as they were my strongest subjects and I 
knew I wanted to pursue a career which allowed me to 
follow my passion. Being profoundly Deaf, I love practical 
work. Getting to work in different environments, wiring 
circuits and being able to have the skill to fix things 
electrically has always been fascinating. The trades have 
always been the most difficult for Deaf people to get a 
job in due to health and safety barriers. This has been 
my main challenge, but I was determined to prove the 
system wrong. I’ve gotten to the stage where I’m fed 
up of being defined by my ears and limited to which 
career I can and cannot have. So, I am hoping my success 
will make it easier for other deaf youth to get into the 
industry. 

What does your role entail? 

I am currently employed by Kinetic Electrical East Tamaki, 
who have taken me on as an apprentice. My role is an 
(industrial) Electrical apprentice which involves: installing 
and maintaining machines, adding safety features 
e.g. fitting an emergency stop to a conveyor belt, and 
creating and installing switchboards. My main duty is to 
work alongside the qualified tradesmen, to support and 
learn from the assignments. 

What made you want to start an apprenticeship?

I knew that starting an apprenticeship was the best thing 
I could do to help me achieve my goal of becoming a 
qualified and registered electrician. I could have carried 
on studying to get a bachelor degree, but I felt an 
apprenticeship would suit my strong practical skills.

What’s been the most challenging aspect of your 
apprenticeship?

Although being profoundly Deaf does make an 
apprenticeship more challenging, I use a cochlear 
implant to communicate at work which allows me to talk 
to others and hear any surrounding noise. Sometimes, 
background noise in factories does make it difficult for 

me to communicate with other tradesmen, but I have 
found this is a common issue for both hearing and Deaf 
people. Given that this is such a widespread issue, it 
suprises me why tradespeople do not bother to learn New 
Zealand Sign Language (NZSL) which would allow them 
to communicate freely and easily despite earmuffs and 
factory noise.

What has been the most rewarding aspect of being an 
apprentice?

Having a job for starters! I was unemployed for five 
months before I was fortunate enough to get this job and 
I must thank ATT for organising my placement at Kinetic 
Electrical. I found out about ATT from my Unitec lecturer 
as I was finding that Health and Safety issues surrounding 
my Deafness was stopping a lot of businesses taking me 
on. I contacted ATT and in less than a month, I was placed 
at Kinetic Electrical! I’m thankful for my boss Andrew to 
have an open heart and mind to accept me on his team. 

What advice would you give others in the same situation 
wanting to become an apprentice? 

There are many of us that are born with a disability. 
Whether it’s mental, physical or behavioural, these labels 
shouldn’t limit people from reaching their full potential. 
I’ve learnt that the best way to overcome the challenges 
that come with being profoundly Deaf is having a plan 
and a good team of support. I want those in a similar 
situation to me to have the same attitude when the going 
gets tough, as unfortunately, the lack of awareness and 
experience surrounding disabilities in the trades makes 
getting work difficult. I am extremely proud to say that 
by the end of my apprenticeship, I hope to be the second 
profoundly Deaf qualified and registered Electrician in 
New Zealand. 

What are the benefits you found about doing your 
apprenticeship through ATT?

The best thing about doing my apprenticeship through 
ATT is that it provides me with plenty of support. Not only 
do I get a tool allowance, which has been hugely helpful, 
regular meetings with my Area Manager Geoff ensure 
that my tasks and my hosts responsibilities are being 
completed to schedule so that I finish my apprenticeship 
on time. For someone like me where my deafness 
prevented businesses from wanting to take me on, ATT’s 
established network with host businesses was hugely 
beneficial. 

A few words from Caleb’s Host Andrew at 
Kinetic Electrical... 

I’ve tried other managed apprentice organisations 
with limited success as they couldn’t give me the type 
of apprentice I needed. ATT presented me with a few 
candidates and it turned out that Caleb was the one 
who best suited my team. Despite being profoundly 
Deaf, Caleb is everything I look for in an apprentice, he’s 
hardworking and eager to learn and gain his qualification, 
which is everything you can hope for when they’re 
starting out.  

ATT’s model limits the liability and risk associated with 
employing apprentices and if any issues arise, they are 
dealt with by my Area Manager. Having ATT manage 
Caleb’s apprenticeship is invaluable to me, as it leaves me 
with time to focus on growing my business.

Caleb catching up onsite with his Area Manager Geoff Klink
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WHERE AN APPRENTICESHIP CAN 
TAKE YOU

... with ex ATT apprentice Reuben Franks

Reuben Franks is a recently completed ATT 
Plumbing and Gasfitting apprentice. Reuben 
completed his apprenticeship at Hydraulic 
Services Consultants NZ Limited. Reuben’s 
success throughout his apprenticeship is a great 
example of the different areas of the industry an 
apprenticeship can take you. 

What first got you interested in a career as a 
Plumber / Gasfitter?

I first got interested in Plumbing and Gasfitting 
when I would stay with a close cousin over the 
school holidays and would often go out and help 
him on call. It got to a stage where I would go just 
to learn new tricks and become more involved.

What does your role entail? 

As a Hydraulic designer you need to be able to 
design a cost effective but also efficient drainage 
and reticulation plumbing system. This means 
having a good understanding of the building codes 
and acceptable solutions while being up to play 
with the various materials and companies which 
make fittings and accessories.

You are also regarded as a specialist in your field, 
Architects and clients will come to you for advice 
on how a plumbing system works and why it has 
been done in a certain way.

As a Hydraulic designer, you are responsible 
for your drawings and documentation to 
obtain building consent. Many parts including 
plumbing are sifted through council to check if all 
requirements are met.

A big part of the job is to be likeable and easy to 
talk to.

What made you choose to work in this area of the 
industry? 

As a young apprentice, my supervisor would 
always brag about how he passed his registration 
exam in his second year.

He challenged me to it, and being quite 
competitive I accepted and upped him one by 
passing the certifying exam during my second 
year!

It was during this period I attended a Hydraulic 
Service Consultants New Zealand Ltd certifying 
refresher course. Seeing how knowledgeable and 
well respected the tutors were by the plumbers, I 
had it in the back of my mind where I would like to 
end up in the future.

Once the opportunity came up I snatched at it!

What are the best things you’ve found about 
having a career in the Plumbing and Gasfitting 
industry?

Definitely the banter, no job is worth doing if it’s 
not enjoyable!

Now that you’ve completed your apprenticeship 
what are your plans for your career, are you 
staying with your host business? 

I have been enrolled into a Bachelor In 
Construction majoring in Construction Economics 
(Quantity Surveying)  to familiarise myself with 
how a building is acutely constructed. This degree 
will take an additional four years to complete, 
but it’s important for me to do, as to design the 
hydraulics, you need to know what the structure is 
doing and how to read it.

The future is always changing but I’m lucky 
enough to work for the best hydraulic design firm 
in this country… I can’t begin to think why I would 
want to move to second best!

How did you find out about ATT?

At Kelston Boys High School I took a class 
called Gateway, which helps find students work 
experience, here they found me my first plumbing 
host which signed me through ATT.

What are the benefits you found about doing your 
apprenticeship through ATT?

During my time at ATT we had a few ups and 
downs relating to where I thought was best for my 
career, but having Area Managers help and mentor 
me along the way was invaluable. Throughout my 
apprenticeship my Area Managers put me forth 
into ATT’s apprentice awards. I was runner up in 
the Master Plumber awards and also received an 
Outward Bound scholarship! … I’ve been lucky 
enough to have a great relationship with my 
Area Managers so as a bonus, it can also produce 
positive feedback for future references!

Joy Hughes at ATT has been excellent with regards 
to help and information when Area Managers were 
getting shuffled around. My apprenticeship could 
have been extended if Joy hadn’t been there to 
help. 
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DUX SCHOLARSHIP 2017
—

The Dux Scholarship is back again for next 
year and nominations are now open for 
your apprentice to be recognised! 

Sponsored by Dux, the Dux Scholarship 
is awarded on an annual basis to ATT’s 
top performing first year apprentice 
in Plumbing, Plumbing & Gasfitting or 
Plumbing & Drainlaying.

The scholarship covers the second, third 
and fourth year training fees for the 
apprentice. 

Not only are the apprentice’s training 
fees covered for the remainder of their 
apprenticeship, the scholarship winner’s 
Host Business also receives $2,500 worth 
of Dux products for each of the three years. 

The selection process required to 
determine the scholarship winner involves 
a strict set of criteria focusing on host 
business feedback, work attendance, ATT 
Area Manager feedback and face-to-face 
interviews. The scholarship is awarded to 
the best overall performing apprentice, 
including academic, practical and 
personality considerations. 

To ensure that the nominated finalists are 
truly deserving of winning the scholarship, 
Susie Paterson (Marketing Manager) and 
Jeff La Haye (General Manager) of Dux, 
travel throughout the country to interview 
each of the finalists. 

This will be the fourth year that Dux has 
awarded an ATT apprentice with the Dux 
Scholarship. 

In 2014, the inaugural Dux Scholarship was 
awarded to Jaycob Walker, a Plumbing & 
Gasfitting apprentice at Laser Plumbing 
East Tamaki. 

Three years on from winning the inaugural 
scholarship, Jaycob Walker’s passion for his 
apprenticeship is as strong as ever. 

“A day in the life of a plumber and gasfitter 
is a very hands on job where no two days 
are the same. I’m very lucky to be in a 
position where I’m constantly learning and 
dealing with different situations all the time. 

Working as a plumbing and gasfitting 
apprentice brings me a lot of satisfaction 
as you can do a lot of problem solving. It’s 
challenging work, but I know it will all pay 
of, as the more I learn, the more I will know 
in the future!”

Due to the outstanding success of the first 
scholarship, it was awarded again in 2015 
to Miguel Tiongson. Now completed with 
ATT, Miguel is a Plumbing & Drainlaying 
apprentice with Plumbing Express in 
Wellington. 

Sam Mitchell of Moods Plumbing in 
Christchurch was the winner of the 2016 
Dux Scholarship. Sam was one of five 
finalists last year and for the first time, 
Susie and Jeff at Dux found separating 
the finalists near impossible. Due to the 
overall outstanding nature of all finalists, 
the four runners up each received $500 to 
contribute towards their training fees. 

—

If your apprentice is eligible and you think is 
deserving of the scholarship, look out for a 
nomination form in your inbox!

Support the future of New Zealand 
plumbing by purchasing your traps from 
Dux.

Proceeds from every trap sale goes towards 
funding the Dux Scholarship. 

2016 winner Sam Mitchell onsite in Christchurch8



DOING GOOD IN THE COMMUNITY 
— 

DL GOOD PLUMBERS LTD

For the past three years, Fletcher 
Construction has been working on the 
contract for the $300 million redevelopment 
of New Zealand’s only maximum security 
prison at Paremoremo. The 54.7ha site is 
one of the country’s biggest infrastructure 
projects with over 700 contractors working 
round the clock to have the project finished 
by December. 

When embarking on the redevelopment of 
the facility, the Department of Corrections 
had no intention of replacing the existing 
prison with a similar facility, as they want 
the new prison to support their focus of 
rehabilitating and supporting inmates back 
into society. The previous structure was 
designed with the purpose of containing 
difficult prisoners whereas, the high-tech 
facility has not only been designed to 
contribute to the rehabilitation of prisoners, 
but also to ensure the safety and security of 
the staff. 

The new facility is on a single level so you 
don’t have staff continually having to go to 
different areas and services are contained 
within certain units. The new development 
is the highest spec prison New Zealand 
has ever seen, staff will be able to use 
biometrics which allows them access via 
finger print scanners.

As well as biometrics, In the gate house, 
they’ve installed heart beat detectors.  
Auckland Prison director Andy Langley 
explains that if a prisoner tried to hide by 
clinging to a vehicle, they’d remove all the 
staff out of the area by the gatehouse, turn 
on the heart beat detector which would 
allow them to determine whether someone 
was trying to escape via their heartbeat.  

One of the businesses sub-contracted by 
Fletcher Construction to do the plumbing 
work for the project is ATT Host Business, 
DL Good Plumbers Ltd. 

ATT currently has six apprentices working 
with DL Good Plumbers, four of which are 
working out at the Paremoremo site. Brent 
Duffy, Henry Colyer, Nick Hall and Ettienne 
van Vuuren have all been working at the 
site for most of this year. 

The boys’ supervisor Aaron Healy couldn’t 
have spoken more highly of the apprentices 
saying that they were the best group 
of apprentices DL Good have ever had! 
Despite some of the guys still being in the 
first year of their apprenticeship, Aaron 
has been incredibly impressed by their high 
practical and technical ability. 

DL Good apprentice Henry Colyer, onsite at Paremoremo

Paremoremo site March 2017Additional Sources: NZ Herald & Fletcher Construction
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ATT SCHOLARSHIPS
The ATT Apprenticeship Scholarships 
of fer varying levels of assistance for 

prospective apprentices who may 
need a hand-up to pay the ATT fee. 
As well as this, the scholarships can 
provide ongoing support for those 
apprentices who need additional 

f inancial help. 

Up to 30 scholarships are available 
each year for applicants from all over 

New Zealand. Applications are now 
open and will  be assessed on a case-

by-case basis.

We are proud to establish the ATT 
Apprenticeship Scholarships. This 

country is in great need of building 
sector apprentices, and ATT wants to 

do its bit to help encourage young 
people to get a trade.

If you would like more information 
about the eligibility criteria for an 

ATT Scholarship, please contact the 
recruitment team on 0800 187 878.
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Rheem’s support of the apprentice training 
schemes around New Zealand has seen 
plumbers and their apprentices from 
Christchurch and Hamilton enjoying the ultimate 
boys’ weekend away.

“It is really great to see the younger members 
of the trade having a great time with their 
bosses,” said Geoff Thomas, who hosts the prize 
trips at his lodge at Lake Tarawera. “I am sure it 
reinforces the relationship between apprentice 
and boss as they are interacting in such a 
different environment from the work place,” he 
added.

“The first trip a couple of years ago, young 
Sam Mitchell hadn’t been on the job very long 
when he was flying from Christchurch with Sam 
Moody, from Moods Plumbing, and 10 minutes 
after arriving he had his first trout in the box.

“I think they were pretty keen on the dinners 
also. We found some venison and wild pork 
which were the products of the TV show, and 
then they settled back in a natural hot pool in 
the bush on the edge of the lake – with a beer of 
course!”

When Geoff produced a shotgun, the team 
managed to hit their first targets, adding another 
‘first’ for the trip.

Last year also saw Megan Peterken, from the 
ATT Hamilton office, join Mike Wilson and Ian 
Taylor at Tarawera. 

Megan’s husband, Brett de Quassteniet, is a 
crazy fisherman and wasn’t going to pass up 
an opportunity to fish with GT. His home patch 
is Whangamata and he spent much of the time 
discussing how to make the most of time spent 
on the salt.

Just like the Christchurch boys, by the end of 
the weekend there were enough trout to fill 
the smoker, and they were still dripping when 
packed up for the ride home!

EXPERIENCE A WEEKEND FISHING WITH 
GEOFF THOMAS IN L AKE TARAWERA

—

Take on an AT T plumbing,  p lumbing and 
gas f i t t ing or  p lumbing and drainlay ing 
apprent ice to be in to win a f ishing 
char ter  exper ience of  a  l i fe t ime. 

Thank s to Rheem New Zealand,  the 
lucky winners wi l l  exper ience wor ld-
class f ishing ac t ion .  AT T and Rheem 
have two f ishing char ters to give 
away in 2017,  including t ranspor t  and 
accommodat ion .

The f ishing t r ips wi l l  t ake p lace later  in 
the year when the f resh water f ishing 
season opens .

The char ters include two days at  Geof f 
Thomas’  f rom Outdoors with Geoff ’s 
pr ivate lodge at  the beaut i ful  Lake 
Tawarewa.  The lucky winners wi l l  swim 
in natural  thermal  waters and f ish for 
ra inbow t rout . 

They ’ l l  enjoy t rout f resh f rom the 
smoker,  dr ipping juices and game food 
for  the adventure of  a  l i fe t ime. 

Rheem is  a proud sponsor of  AT T 
and a suppor ter  of  apprent iceships 
wi thin the sec tor.  The f ishing char ter 
compet i t ion was designed to recognize 
AT T hos t  businesses and reward them 
for  inves t ing in the t rades’  fu ture. 
Addi t ional ly ,  Rheem’s sponsorship 
creates an oppor tuni ty for  AT T to bui ld 
a s t ronger relat ionship wi th our hos t s 
and apprent ices

Cal l  0800 187 878 or  emai l 
in fo@at t .org .nz for  more in format ion .

ATT GOES 
‘OUTDOORS WITH GEOFF’

—
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 ATT HEALTH & SAFETY
 COMMITTEE

Do you want to help make a difference? 

The ATT Health & Safety committee is 
made up of apprentices and support staff 
who meet every six weeks to discuss 
Health & Safety. 

Due to the completion of apprentices, 
we have a vacancy for a drainlayer and 
a plumbing, plumbing and gasfitting or 
plumbing and drainlaying representative. 

As a paid member of the Health & Safety 
committee, you will be required to attend 
up to four meetings per year at our offices 
in Highbrook. 

If you would like to discuss this further 
please contact Helen Stephens on 
0800 187 878 or helen@att.org.nz 

Please feel free to contact ATT should you 
have any concerns or issues you would like 
to discuss. 

 CURRENT H&S    
 COMMITTEE CONTACTS 

HELEN STEPHENS 

HR Manager

helen@at t .org.nz

COLIN KILPATRICK  

Key Account Manager

col in@at t .org.nz

LINZI  THORNTON

H&S Coordinator

l inzi@at t .org.nz

DION ROSSOUW

Plumbing & Gas f i t t ing Apprent ice

c/o 0800 187 878

ALISTER WARD

Elec tr ical  Apprent ice

c/o 0800 187 878

 HOW STRESS AFFECTS  
 YOUR HEALTH

Stress is a common feeling we all experience 
and is our body’s natural reaction to any kind 
of excess demand or threat. 

Some stress is good for us and helps us to 
perform our best, but when we are under too 
much stress for too long, our performance 
decreases and our overall health and 
wellbeing is affected. 

Stress can come from many sources such 
as health issues, relationship problems, 
workplace, paying the bills, deadlines, exams, 
or even unrealistic expectations we put on 
ourselves.

Cognitive/Perceptual
• Forgetful/preoccupied
• Errors in judging distance/space
• Negative self esteem
• Diminished productivity
• Lack of concentration 

Physiological (your body)

• Racing heart beat/pulsing blood
• Hypertension/headaches
• Diarrhoea/constipation/frequent 

urination
• Shortness of breath
• Burping, indigestion or gas pains
• A burning sensation in your chest
• Feeling faint or dizzy

Behavioural (what other people see)
• Carelessness
• Under/over eating
• Aggressive/argumentative
• Withdrawal
• Agitation
• Increased alcohol or drug use
• Listlessness
• Hostility
• Accident prone
• Compulsive behaviour
• Impatience

How to deal with stress

•     Slow down and breathe correctly
• Chunk your work - one task at a time 

rather than too much multi-tasking
• Take regular breaks
• Spend time with people who can support 

you 
• Eat a balanced diet and establish good 

sleeping patterns
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REFER A 
FRIEND 
TO START 
THEIR 
CAREER WITH 
ATT 
& EARN 
$100

Thank you 
to our 
generous 
sponsors
—

CREATING A SAFER WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT
—

ATT has an ongoing commitment to 
our apprentices and host businesses. 
Our partnership with HazardCo is a key 
driver in ensuring our host businesses are 
providing a safe and happy environment 
for ATT apprentices to train. Our ongoing 
relationship with HazardCo allows ATT 
host businesses easy access to a health 
and safety system, at a reduced cost. At 
present, one in three ATT host businesses 
are HazardCo members. On a national level, 
over 15,000 businesses are using HazardCo 
services, including industry bodies such as 
RANZ and the Master Plumbers Association. 

HazardCo can offer your business a 
complete health and safety system to help 
keep your employees safe and to address 
your responsibilities under legislative 
requirements and WorkSafe NZ expectations. 
It’s a practical and straight-forward system 
tailored specifically for your worksites, 
designed to offer peace of mind with 
minimal paperwork. 

• Additionally, ATT will contribute $100 to 
the first year HazardCo membership for 
our host businesses.

• As a HazardCo member, what do you 
get?

• Onsite resources for staff, contractors 
and visitors with full support and training 
to implement

• One complimentary online Practical 
Steps Training course

• A 24 hour accident support service

• Assistance with event (accident/incident) 
investigation is covered by membership

• A comprehensive health and safety 
policy and procedures

• Health and safety advice via the 0800 
number

• Access to discounts with partners such as 
Blackwood Protector Safety

• 10% ACC workplace levy discount for 
eligible businesses

• A $100 discount for your first year, 
provided by ATT

Call  HazardCo now for  a f ree, 
no obligat ion consul tat ion!

0800 555 339
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WORK HARD 

PLAY HARD!

TRADIES OFF THE TOOLS & IN THE OUTDOORS

HOW TO 
HUNT 
SIKA

WIN 
OAKLEY 
SUNGLASSES

TO SUPERYACHT 

CAPTAIN

PLUMBER’S 
APPRENTICE
Pg 4s

Pg 14s

SURFCASTING 
THE RIGHT WAY
Pg 10s

KAYAK FISHING

BIG SNAPPER

Pg 18s

GEOFF THOMAS ON

RHEEM BIG SIX

Pg 8s

OUTDOORS:

GRAB YOUR 

FREE 
COPY NOW

AVAILABLE FROM ALL 
LEADING PLUMBING MERCHANTS

SHARE 
YOUR 
WORK 
YARNS 

AND BE 
IN TO 

WIN


